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Bloomsbury Publishing PLC, United States, 2015. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 140 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. We trust our sciences to operate on a plane of objectivity and
fact in a world of subjectivity and cultural ideologies, but should we? In The Age of Scientific
Sexism, philosopher Mari Ruti offers a sharp critique of the gender profiling tendencies of
evolutionary psychology, untangling the insidious threads of various gender mythologies that have
infiltrated-or perhaps even define-this faux-science. Selling stereotypes as scientific facts,
evolutionary psychology continually brings retrograde models of sexuality into mainstream
culture: it insists that men and women live in two completely different psychological, emotional,
and sexual universes, and that they will consequently always be locked in a vicious battle of the
sexes. Among these regressive arguments is the assumption that men s sexuality is urgent and
indiscriminate, whereas women are naturally reluctant, reticent, and choosy-a concept constructed
to justify masculine behavior, such as cheating, that women have historically found painful. On its
most basic level, The Age of Scientific Sexism explores our impulse to explain romantic behavior
through science: in the increasingly egalitarian gender landscape of our society, why are we so
eager to embrace...
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This ebook will never be straightforward to get started on looking at but really fun to read. It is amongst the most incredible publication i have got read
through. I realized this pdf from my i and dad encouraged this publication to learn.
-- Mr s. Anya  K a utz er-- Mr s. Anya  K a utz er

The best pdf i possibly go through. it was writtern quite properly and useful. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Miss Sienna  Fa y Jr .-- Miss Sienna  Fa y Jr .
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